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A webinar for the World War I Centennial Commission

Dr. Matthew Leonard
20th century warfare
The age of remembrance
Did anyone really see the war?
Perception
Daily life
Lives embedded in Objects
Objects embedded in lives
Politics and the Poppy
The media, sport and the poppy
21st century conflict
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Dr. Matthew Leonard
https://modernconflictarchaeology.com

Q&A
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ww1cc.org/bells
"Bells of Peace" Participation App
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Brought to you by

Keeping faith with the American Doughboy And all those who served in WWI

www.Doughboy.org
HOW TO PARTICIPATE

1. **Go to WW1CC.org/bells** and **sign up**

2. **Use the site to plan** your “Bells of Peace” commemoration
   - Organize with your family, church, community or organization
   - Post about your plan adding #Bells of Peace (we will repost)

3. **Download** the “Bells of Peace” App (search:” Bells of Peace”)
   - Check the App’s Share page to see what others are doing
   - Share your own plans
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